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Etrusk TrailO Weekend - WRE 

Banditaccia (Cerveteri) – 28/29 October 2023 

Bulletin n.3 
published on 26/10/2023 

 

Please refer to Bulletin n.2 (link here) if you don't find something in this document 

Note on 
mapping 

Be aware that when there are many caves entrances in a small area the cave symbol can be 
omitted 

Embargo 

All the old map is embargoed all the time. You can only stay between the parking place, the 
event centre and the Pre-Start 
When TempO competition ends, you are allowed to go back to the TempO area for some 
photo-opportunities.  
Sunday morning before Pre-O you are allowed to visit TempO stations 1 to 5 - don't go any 
further, come back through station 1 

Zero tolerance For both competitions 4m 

Solutions 
Solutions will be published online only on https://asdorsamaggiore.it/28-29-ottobre-2023-
etrusk-trailo-weekend-wre/. A small amount of paper copies will be available for competitors 
without internet connection. 

 

Saturday 28th October – WRE TEMP-O event (Italian champs) 

Start Pre-Start is near the sample station - 50 m from event centre 

Courses 
OPEN ELITE / PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED: 7 stations with 5 tasks each (500m) 
DIRECT / BEGINNERS: 4 stations with 5 tasks each (300m, same stations of ELITE course - 
after station 4 go back to event centre) 

Stop 
instructions 

There are some stations without a stop sign – you will wait at the previous station until the 
next station is available - please follow directions of the marshals. 
There are times that you must walk through the flags while a competitor is solving the task. 
This shouldn’t worry you: walking with a steady pace not looking to the competitor will not 
cause any problem, it is like a tourist walking through. 
This is needed for the correct flow of competitors and to avoid queues, again please follow 
directions of the marshals. 
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Sunday 29th October – WRE PRE-O event (Lazio’s regional champs) 

Start 
Pre-Start is near the event centre after the sample station 
Control card and puncher (if needed) will be given at the pre-start 

Courses 

OPEN ELITE / PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED 
26 tasks + 2 time controls (3 tasks each, no Zero) 
Time limit: ELITE 87 minutes PH.CHALL. 95 minutes 
 
Course divided in two sections: 250 m (18 controls) + 50 m (8 controls),  
in each section free order 
 
> PreO1 start near event centre 
> 1000 m from PreO1 finish to TK1 
> PreO2 
> TK2 
> Return to event centre 700 m 
 
Please note that the sample station is actually the Time Control for DIRECT class, please fair 
play. There’s an additional chair nearby for ELITE or PH. CHALL. to try. 
 
DIRECT 
18 tasks + 1 time control (3 tasks each, no Zero)  
Time limit: 60 minutes 
 
Course length: 250 m 
punching in free order 
 
Time control is before the Start, go to time control whenever you want but at least 10 
minutes before your start time. 
 
Please note that DIRECT class has no sample station – ELITE and PH.CHALL. class use the 
DIRECT Time Control as a sample station with an additional chair nearby – please fair play. 
 
BEGINNERS 
Same as DIRECT but with no time control (they can try the sample station). 

Punching 
system and 
time keeping 

Punching with control card, timekeeping with Sportident: bring your own puncher and SIcard 
Sicard can be rented at the event centre 

Viewing points Viewing points for A flags are not marked 

 

Further information about Saturday 28th october Foot-O training 
Please refer to Bulletin n.2 (link here) if you don't find something in this document 

Entry, payment 
and SI-rental 

Please note that there’s no specific event centre for the Foot-O training: if you need to enter, 
pay or rent a SI-card, you must go to the TrailO event centre at “Campo della Fiera” parking 
area GPS 42.000830, 12.093207 
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